Lateral scatter correction algorithm for percentage depth dose in a large-field photon beam.
Differences between the scatter conditions of dosimetry and treatment situation are more important in the case of large-field photon beams than in standard ones. In the former, the scattering volume is defined by the phantom cross section; in the latter, the radiation field size. Two factors should be considered: the thickness and the cross section of the phantom. Both of them have an effect on the Percentage Depth Dose (PDD) distribution. In a previous study we addressed the influence of backscatter thickness on dose delivered. The aim of this work is to measure the effect of cross section phantom on the PDD curves under our TBI treatment conditions. Results showed a strong dependence of the PDDs on this parameter. A semi-empirical expression has also been derived to calculate (within 0.5% uncertainty) the Lateral scatter Correction Factor (LCF). The model of LCF states a linear dependence on depth whilst slope of these curves depends exponentially on distance to the lateral surface. The algorithm is being applied to our practical Total Body Irradiation (TBI) procedure.